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Regulation of Gene Expression in Flux Balance Model of Metabolism Covert MW, Schilling CH, Palsson BØ. Regulation of gene expression in flux balance models of metabolism. J Theor Biol. 2001;213:72-88.



Background  What is Regulation of Gene Expression?  What are Genome Scale Metabolic Networks?  What is Flux Balance Model?  What are Metabolic/Regulatory Networks?



Regulation of Gene Expression  Gene Expression is a process in which the inheritable information in gene, such as the DNA sequence, is made into functional gene product, such as protein or RNA.



 Regulation of gene expression is the cellular control of the amount and timing of appearance of the functional product of a gene. http://www.genomicseducation.ca/animations/gene_expression.asp



Genome Scale Metabolic Model[2]  High throughput experimental techniques.  Huge amount of datasets available regarding various organisms.  Datasets may contain information about: – genomic level, – proteomic level or – metabolic reaction important for each organism.



 To actually know something relevant about the biological system, we need to integrate these datasets and observe the cellular system as a whole.



Designing a Metabolic Model



http://www.rsc.org/ej/MB/2007/b705597h/b705597h-f4.gif



Genome scale models currently available[2]  Bacteria: • Bacillus subtilis • Escherichia coli • Helicobacter pylori  Archea: • Methanisarcina barkeri  Eukarya: • • • •



Mus musculus Saccharomyces cerevisiea Human cardiac mitochondria Human red blood cells



Use of these models[1]  Genome -scale models may be used to analyze, interpret and predict cellular phenotype from the genotype under defined environmental conditions.  One of the method for in silico design and analysis of metabolic network is the constraint based approach.



Constraint Based Model[3]  All the functions in cell taken together form a network of biochemical reactions.  These reactions are subject to certain constraints that limit their possible behaviors.  These constraints can be used to define a closed solution space within which the steady state solution can lie.  “Best” solution is found in the solution space using linear optimization.  This method of analysis and finding best solution is called FLUX BALANCE ANALYSIS.



Modelling of metabolism[5]



Flux-balance analysis  Optimization of the solution spaces associated with the network of biochemical reaction is called FBA.[4]  FBA can be used to identify/predict particular behaviors within the allowable solution space.  e.g.: • Producing the highest possible growth rate. • Production of a particular metabolite • Biomass optimization



Transcription regulation network  A type of regulation that reduces the steady-state solution space  e.g.: Effect of Glucose on 2 different regulatory proteins: • CRP(C-reactive protein found in liver) gets activated • Mlc (megalencephalic leukoencephalopathy) gets inactivated



 As a result of this, a few reactions in metabolic pathway are eliminated.  Solution space shifts from original giving a new possible solution.



Shift of solution space[5]



Applications of Regulatory Networks  Predict transcriptional and translational regulation on a whole genome scale based on cellular environment and intracellular condition.  To demonstrate that control of biosynthetic fluxes depends on multiple enzymes  To manipulate the regulatory network to increase the flux through particular pathway - useful for large scale microbial generation of valuable substances such as pharmaceuticals and biocommodities, or in pollutant degradation.



Approach used for Modeling of metabolic regulation 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.



Boolean logic Mixed-integer linear optimization Kinetic Theory Combination of Kinetic theory and Boolean logic Fractal kinetic theory Stochastic modeling techniques



Regulation mechanisms analyzed in current study  Transcriptional regulation of E. coli  Method used for analysis of Metabolic Network: – Boolean logic approach  1 if transcribed(DNA RNA)  0 if not transcribed Or  1 for present (enzyme, regulatory proteins, certain conditions inside or outside cell, etc.)  0 if absent



Boolean Equations  A simple regulatory circuit. – Gene G transcribed in the process trans to produce enzyme E – E then catalyzes reaction rxn that converts A to B. – B then represses the process of transcription of G thus leading to depletion of E.



 Boolean Equations for this circuit: – trans = IF (G) AND NOT (B) – rxn = IF (A) AND (E)



Sample Network studied in this paper  A simplified core carbon metabolic network, mimicking core metabolism.



 Network contains 20 reactions, out of which 7 reactions regulated by 4 regulatory proteins(RPO2, RPc1, RPh and RPb)



Reaction and regulations of the above network



Results  5 simulations were performed to illustrate each regulatory element separately and in complex medium.  In other words, the core carbon model we designed was modified in 5 different ways to see which genes were getting “ON” and which were getting “OFF”. – Example 1: Diauxie(biphasic effect) on two carbon sources – Example 2: Aerobic/anaerobic(presence of absence of Oxygen) Diauxie – Example 3: Growth on Carbon and amino acid with Carbon in excess – Example 4: Growth on Carbon and amino acid with amino acid in excess – Example 5: Growth on complex media



Example 1: Diauxie on two carbon sources Carbon1 and Carbon2  Catabolite Repression  Time profile plotted–



shows the concentration of C1, C2, by-product D and biomass X with



time  A Typical growth curve.  Network maps of region A and C – – –



Inactive flux(dotted lines) Active flux (solid arrows) Change in flux distribution(thick arrow)



 In silico array: – –



Reaction activated(dark) Reaction inactivated(white)



Region A, preferred carbon source is C1 and in region C , C2 is the preferred carbon source. Region B, no cell growth but transport proteins up-regulated



Example 2: Aerobic/anaerobic - Diauxie 



Region A: –



O2 available to cells



 Region B & C: –



O2 supply stopped



 Region B & C show similar flux distribution



 Some Genes are switched on and some switched off according to the varying conditions inside the cell.



Example 3: Growth on Carbon and amino acid with Carbon in excess  Region A: Source provided – amino acid H and – Carbon2



 Region B: – H depleted, no growth – H biosynthesis machinery up-regulated



 Gene R8a gets up-regulated to perform synthesis of H



Example 4: Growth on Carbon and amino acid with amino acid in excess



Example 5: Growth on complex media



Discussion  Incorporate the transcriptional regulatory structure into FBA to more accurately predict the flux profile.  Advantages of FBA: – Quantitative simulation for substrate uptake, cell growth and by-product secretion( although alone FBA its not sufficient for this kind of predictions). – Qualitative simulation of gene transcription, up-regulation or down regulation of enzyme production. – Investigate effect of temporary regulatory constraints on solution space.



 Further research done in this area: constraint based approach to model regulatory network can be used to understand the evolutionary gene regulation (correlation between the demand of gene expression and mode of control exhibited)



Take Home Message  Using simple Boolean logic we can study the complex behavior of the networks. That is the magic of FBA.  Databases for organisms like E.coli are available, that enables the construction of genome-scale metabolic/regulatory model[6],[7] .
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